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Abstract This paper reports a new method of generating
two light sheets using a dye laser system and the use of this
dual-plane dye laser system to analyse average helicity and
energy dissipation in a turbulent swirling flow. The dual-
plane PIV system that was used in this study consisted of
three cameras and a single frequency Nd:YAG laser, which
was used to generate two parallel light sheet planes with
differing wavelengths(colour). The method of generating
two different light sheet wavelengths using a single laser
source is an innovative and new technique. Stereoscopic
PIV measurements were obtained in one plane with the use
of two CCD cameras, and standard PIV measurements
were obtained in the other plane with the use of one CCD
camera. The light scattered by the particles on two different
light sheets were separated using appropriate optical filters.
The measurements obtained were used to estimate the
components of the velocity gradient tensor. The tensor
components were then used to determine the average vor-
ticity components and helicity quantities of the fluid that
was investigated. To determine the average turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation, the continuity equation was used
to infer the out-of-plane gradient of the out-of-plane
velocity. From the analysis of the results, it was found that
regions with high helicity were correlated with regions of
high turbulent kinetic energy dissipation.
1 Introduction
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a measurement tech-
nique for obtaining instantaneous whole field velocities. It
is a non-intrusive, whole field optical measuring technique
used to obtain velocity information about fluid motion. It is
well known that by analysing the velocity gradients, more
information such as vorticity, energy dissipation, helicity,
Reynolds stresses, etc, can be determined. These quantities
can help elucidate fluid mechanical features intrinsic to the
flow. However, estimations of the velocity gradient tensor
is a challenging task which requires acquisition of all the
three components of the velocity vector at a number of
points that are slightly displaced along three mutually
perpendicular directions.
With the 2D PIV technique, which uses a single two
dimensional light sheet to provide two components of
velocity vectors u and v, only four out of the nine velocity
gradient components qui/qxj can be computed. Conse-
quently, with relation to computing the vorticity vector for
a given fluid flow, only the xz vorticity component can be
determined. Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (3D
PIV) on the other hand can yield additional information
about the third (out-of-plane) component of velocity, w and
therefore can provide two further velocity gradient com-
ponents. However with regards to the vorticity vector, the
xz vorticity component can only be determined which is
similar to what the 2D PIV can determine as it lacks
contributions from out-of-plane derivatives.
With the use of an advanced PIV technique, the dual-
plane PIV system, all components of the velocity gradient,
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qui/qxj can be estimated, and hence all the vorticity com-
ponents, xx, xy and xz can be determined from the velocity
measurements. Unlike the standard 2D PIV and the ste-
reoscopic PIV technique, the dual-plane PIV technique can
provide more information to help understand and analyse
the physics of flow. The dual-plane PIV was first developed
by Ka¨hler and Kompenhans (1999) where two spatially
separated light sheets were used to measure instantaneous
velocities in fluid flow.
Over recent years, researchers have used the dual-plane
PIV method to analyse all nine velocity gradients simulta-
neously. Ka¨hler and Kompenhans (1999), Ka¨hler (2004)
used the polarisation based dual-plane PIV technique with
four cameras to investigate turbulent structures in turbulent
boundary layers. Hu et al (2002) used the similar dual-plane
PIV setup to measure the air jet flow, which was exhausted
from a lobbed nozzle. They successfully visualised the
evolution and interaction of large-scale vortices in the
lobbed jet mixing flow at different streamwise distances.
Mullin and Dahm (2005) reported a new concept of
dual-plane PIV system that used two different light sheet
wavelengths, optical filters and four cameras (two-fre-
quency dual-plane PIV). This technique allowed the
measurements of all nine components of the velocity gra-
dients, qui/qxj at the intermediate and small scales of a
turbulent shear flow. Ganapathisubramani et al (2005) used
the polarisation based dual-plane PIV to measure a turbu-
lent boundary layer. However, instead of using the four
camera setup, they used three cameras along with the
continuity equation to estimate all the nine velocity gra-
dient fields. Kim et al (2006) used the polarisation based
dual-plane PIV technique and the three camera setup to
measure three-dimensional vortical structures in a turbulent
boundary layer flow. However, instead of using two par-
allel planes, they used orthogonal planes to demonstrate the
presence of coherent structures.
The dual-plane PIV technique has been shown to be an
invaluable and accurate measurement technique, which can
be used to successfully determine the complete velocity
gradient components, Saikrishnan et al (2006). In addition,
using any of the two reported setups; the four camera setup
or the three camera setup, the complete velocity gradient
component, qui/qxj can be determined. However, for the
three camera system the continuity equation for incom-
pressible flows is required to compute the all velocity
gradient components.
In the present study, the results of the dual-plane PIV
technique that was used to analyse a turbulent swirling jet
are presented. The dual-plane PIV technique employed in
this study was based on a three camera setup and the use of
two different light sheet wavelengths generated in a novel
manner. The dual-plane PIV systems that have been used
and reported so far are all based on either the polarisation
based dual-plane technique or the frequency-based dual-
plane technique that require two independent laser sources
to generate two light sheets. The technique used in this
study, the dual-plane dye laser system uses a single laser
source. The two different light sheets are produced using a
dye laser box.
The use of the novel dual-plane dye laser PIV system
will demonstrate the achievements in instantaneously
obtaining all three components of the vorticity and velocity
fields in a turbulent swirling flow field. The vorticity
components obtained will be used to evaluate average he-
licity and using the continuity equation the average
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate will also be esti-
mated. To the authors’ knowledge, the work described here
is the first quantitative measurement results that have been
carried out on a turbulent swirling jet flow using the new
dual-plane dye laser PIV technique to analyse large-scale
helical structures.
The structure of the present paper is as follows. In the
subsequent section, the dynamics and importance of helical
structures in fluid flows will be given. The new dual-plane
dye laser concept and the experimental setup are then
presented. This is followed by the presentation and dis-
cussion of experimental results from the dual-plane PIV
measurements. This paper then ends with conclusions
drawn from this experimental work.
2 Helical flows
In industrial flows there is a constant need to improve
mixing processes between reactants for an increase in
mixing efficiency. For example, in combustion processes,
better mixing between fuel and air can reduce the forma-
tion of NOx levels. Swirling or helical flows can improve
mixing and it has been estimated that up to twenty-fold
improvement in eddy diffusivity is achievable with helical
flows, Zimmerman (1996). The distinction between swirl-
ing and helical flow is such that swirling flow is
characterised by the rotational motion, whereas helical flow
is characterised by the fact that the fluid rotates around an
axis that is parallel to the main flow direction.
In turbulent flows, the importance of helicity originates
from the facts that it is an inviscid invariant and it is related
to the linkage of the vortex lines of the flow, Moffatt and
Tsinober (1992). Helicity in fluid flow is defined as the
integrated scalar product of the local velocity vector, u and
the vorticity vector x; Eq. 1. Helicity density is defined as
the dot product of the local velocity vector and the local
vorticity vector, Eq. 2. Both helicity and helicity density
are pseudoscalar quantities, i.e., the quantities will admit
different signs, which shows the direction of rotation of the
fluid (either clockwise or counter-clockwise).
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H ¼
Z
h dV ð1Þ
h ¼ u  x
¼ uxxx þ uyxy þ uzxz
ð2Þ
It is well known that the vorticity vector is defined as the
curl of velocity and can be expressed in the tensor notation
in the Cartesian coordinate system as:
xi ¼ eijk oukoxj
¼ ow
oy
 ov
oz
 
i þ ou
oz
 ow
ox
 
j þ ov
ox
 ou
oy
 
k
ð3Þ
where eijk is the alternating tensor and uk is the velocity
vector with components of u,v and w. The index and
component notation that is used to represent vectors will be
used in the rest of the paper interchangeably.
Levich and Tsinober (1983a), Levich and Tsinober
(1983b) discussed the possibility that helical structures
with maximal helicity angle (also termed maximal helicity)
should exist in isotropic turbulence at all scales due to a
fractal-like creation process. Helical structures with maxi-
mal helicity is defined as one where the angle between
velocity, u and vorticity, x is either 0 or 180, (Eq. 4), and
is described as being a helical coherent structure (HCS),
Zimmerman (1996). In literature, the angle between
velocity and vorticity vectors is also referred to as relative
helicity or normalised helicity density.
cosðhÞ ¼ u  xjujjxj ð4Þ
Moffatt (1985) and Tsinober and Levich (1983) both
postulated that flows with regions of relatively high helicity
should have low turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate.
The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate or, more
briefly, energy dissipation, is an important quantity that
quantifies the rate at which the energy flux is converted into
heat due to the work done by viscous stresses. The energy
dissipation is given by:
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where m is the kinematic viscosity. The overline denotes an
ensemble average quantity.
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of turbulent flow
have illustrated interesting and contradictory results. Rog-
ers and Moin (1987) and Kerr (1987) carried out numerical
solutions of homogeneous flows and fully developed tur-
bulent channel flows at higher resolutions. The authors
concluded that isotropic flows are only slightly helical and
found no correlation between structures having maximal
helicity and low turbulent kinetic energy dissipation.
Orlandi and Fatica (1997) and Orlandi (1997) carried
out direct numerical investigations where the large scale
forcing was helical and found the remarkable features that
there were both the tendency of 0 and 180 helical angle
and the correlation between maximal helicity and low
energy dissipation. This is an attractive prospect as it
implies that effective dispersion of heat or mass using low
mechanical energy consumption is possible with the use of
helical flows with maximal helicity (helical coherent
structures). By contrast, recent 3-D laminar studies of flow
through a staggered herringbone microchannel at low
Reynolds number conducted by Hassell and Zimmerman
(2006) showed the opposite in that an increase in helicity in
flows corresponded to an increase in the energy dissipation.
A similar conclusion was found by experimental
investigation conducted by Wallace et al. (1992) using a
miniature nine-sensor hot-wire probe in a turbulent two-
stream mixing layer. They found that in turbulent boundary
layers, mixing layers, and in grid flow the relative orien-
tation of velocity and vorticity inside the vortex depends on
the orientation of the vortex axis relative to the mean flow.
They also found little connection between the energy dis-
sipation rate and helicity density. However, they found it
difficult to obtain reliable and accurate results as it is well
known that hot-wire probes disrupts the fluid flow and can
cause anomalous measurement results.
The experimental measurement of helicity density is
extremely difficult as the simultaneous measurements of
both the velocity and vorticity vectors are required. To
measure all three components of vorticity, the dual-plane
dye laser PIV is used in this work to generate two light
sheets with different wavelengths. The separation of the
two different light sheets will allow for the gradients of the
velocities to be computed.
In the next few sections, the principle and setup of the
dual-plane dye laser system used for the investigation of
the turbulent swirling jet will be discussed.
3 Dual-plane dye laser PIV technique and system setup
The schematic (perspective view) of the dual-plane dye
laser PIV setup and a definition sketch of coordinate
system for the measurement area are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. The dual-plane dye laser PIV system consists of a
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recording system and an illuminating light source. For the
recording system, three CCD cameras (PCO Sensicam) are
employed to capture the flow field of the measurement
area. Unlike other dual-plane PIV systems, only a single
Nd:YAG laser is used in this work to generate two different
light sheet wavelengths. However, to generate two differ-
ent light sheet wavelengths using a single laser source,
some optical modifications with the laser have to be made,
Hu et al (2001). The light scattered from particles in the
two different light sheets are separated by utilising appro-
priate optical filters that will only allow a certain
wavelength to pass through the CCD camera lens. This
technique that has been employed to generate two different
light sheets of differing wavelengths using a single laser
source is novel and a thorough description of the system
will be provided in the following sections.
3.1 Dye laser system
The dual-plane dye laser PIV system used in this work uses
a single double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser (New Wave, 50 mJ/
pulse) and a dye laser box. The dye laser box is connected
to the Nd:YAG laser and comprises of additional optics
and a suitable dye to generate the different colour light
sheet. This laser system is an experimental prototype,
which is now commercialised by Oxford Lasers Ltd, UK.
The laser beam produced by the Nd:YAG laser enters
the dye laser box and is separated into two beams by a
beam splitter. One of the separated beams is then trans-
mitted through a fluorescent dye, which produces a
different beam wavelength to the k = 532 nm beam
generated by the Nd:YAG laser. The wavelength of the
beam that is transmitted through the fluorescent dye is
k = 572 nm.
One of the major benefits of the dual-plane dye laser
system is that it is low in cost and simple in design. It can
also be used with most commercial Nd:YAG PIV lasers.
The use of one laser source instead of two laser sources
contributes to capital equipment savings. In addition,
unlike the dual-plane polarisation based technique, the
dual-plane dye laser system can be used in reacting and
non-reacting flows. This is because with the polarisation
based technique the incident polarisation has to be pre-
served during the scattering process on the tracer particles,
Landreth and Adrian (1988). For this, only spherical tracer
particles like water and oil droplets can be used. However,
this impedes the usage of dual-plane polarisation based
technique in exothermic reacting flows where such
spherical droplets do not survive. For exothermic react-
ing flows, solid metal oxide particles like TiO2, ZrO,
Al2O3 are usually used. These solid metal oxide particles
exhibit depolarising effects, which would sharply reduce
the signal to noise ratio hence producing noisy PIV images.
Therefore the polarisation based PIV technique is not
suitable for use in exothermic reacting flows. This problem
can be avoided by using two different laser light sheet
wavelengths that do not require any polarisations, Mullin
and Dahm (2006a).
Having said that however, the advantage with the dual-
plane polarisation based technique and the two-frequency
dual-plane PIV technique developed by Mullin and Dahm
(2005) lies in the ability to generate two pairs of light
sheets that are spatially (not necessary equally spaced)
separated. By spatially separating light sheets, the accuracy
of strong out-of-plane flow measurements can be signifi-
cantly increased, Ka¨hler and Kompenhans (2000). With
using a single laser source, it is not possible to indepen-
dently control the individual spacing of the different
coloured light sheets to obtain unequally spaced pair of
light sheets.
Fig. 1 Definition sketch of coordinate system for the measurement
area. The velocity components for x, y and z cartesian coordinates are
u,v and w respectively
Fig. 2 Perspective view of the dual-plane dye laser PIV system that
utilises three cameras, a single Nd:YAG laser and the additional dye
laser box to generate two different light sheets
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3.2 Recording system and light sheet generation
The recording system for this work consists of three CCD
cameras, PCO Sensicam with a resolution of 1280 9 1024
pixels equipped with Nikon 50 mm lenses that have a
minimum f-number of 1.8. Two of the three cameras were
setup up using the stereoscopic configuration and the third
camera was setup using the standard 2D configuration,
refer to Fig. 2. For stereoscopic image recording two basic
approaches, which are the lens translation method or the
angular displacement method are commonly used. The
work described here makes use of the angular displacement
configuration with Scheimpflug condition to ensure all
particles in the object field will be in good focus in the
image field, Prasad and Jensen (1995). Each camera was
set at a 45 angle between the camera axis and the normal
to the light sheet, see Fig. 2. For our measurements the
f-number was set to be 5.6 for all three lenses.
The stereo cameras 1 and 2 are placed on a specially
designed one axis tilt-adapter, which is also known as the
Scheimpflug adapter. This adapter allows the rotation of
the camera, such that the object plane, the camera lens
plane and the image plane all intersect at a common point.
These two cameras (cameras 1 and 2) were fitted with
540 nm shortpass optical filters that only allowed the ste-
reoscopic measurements on the green light sheet,
k = 532 nm (2 mm in thickness) to be captured and
blocked out the k = 572 nm wavelength. Camera 3 was
fitted with a 550 nm longpass optical filter that only per-
mitted 2D measurements on the yellow light sheet, k
= 572 nm (2 mm in thickness) to be captured and blocked
the k = 532 nm wavelength. These filters isolated the
scattered light from the two different laser light sheets
wavelengths onto appropriate cameras. The three CCD
cameras and the double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser were con-
nected to a synchroniser, which controlled the timing of the
laser light sheets illumination and image acquisition.
The two light sheets generated by the dual-plane dye laser
system consist of a green light sheet, k = 532 nm and a
yellow light sheet, k = 572 nm. The adjustment of the dis-
placement between the two light sheets can be easily done by
the rotating mirror in the dye laser box. By adjusting the
mirror appropriately, the two light sheets can coincide with
each other or be separated by a particular distance.
In the present study, each laser light sheet pair is aligned
independently to illuminate a specific z location. The
thickness and separation of the two lights sheets were
determined by using a camera that was placed in parallel
with the Nd:YAG laser. A piece of dark sheet was placed in
the measurement area and the lasers were triggered. The
image of the two laser light sheet planes that was seen on
the paper were captured and analysed. The thickness of
each light sheet was found to be approximately 2 mm and
the centres of the two light sheets were located at 32 mm
and 33 mm. Therefore, the distance between the centres of
the two overlapping light sheets is 1 mm. Although these
two light sheets overlapped, the optical filters that were
placed in front of the cameras only permitted one of the
two wavelengths to be captured. To generate the plane of
light sheet, suitable cylindrical and spherical optical lenses
were used.
At each centre positions of the two light sheets,
z = 32 mm and z = 33 mm, the image calibration proce-
dure has to be carried out accordingly. For the calibration
procedure, which will be discussed in the next section, a
two-axis translation scheme of 1 mm accuracy was used.
Due to the resolution of the two-axis translation system, the
distance between the centres of the two light sheets was
therefore chosen to be 1 mm apart to permit the accurate
calibration process.
3.3 Image calibration and processing
The reconstruction procedure is the process of mapping the
displacements from each image plane of the respective
CCD stereo camera to the object plane and combining them
to obtain the three-dimensional data. The reconstruction
procedure is crucial as it allows the determination of
positions (in real dimensions) in the object plane to be
mapped to the positions (in pixels) in the image plane.
The calibration procedure for the stereo cameras 1 and 2
was based on the 3-D calibration-based reconstruction
method following the work of Soloff et al (1997) for the
stereoscopic plane. This particular method takes into
account the distortions in images that are caused by non-
uniform magnification. Moreover, with this particular cal-
ibration technique, a priori knowledge of the recording
geometry is not required.
The calibration procedure was carried out by taking
images of a calibrated target where the positions of the
target are known. In this work, a calibration target with
1 mm diameter dots spaced at intervals of 2 mm was
placed in the object plane, which coincided accurately with
the laser light sheet. Once the calibration target was
accurately placed in the object plane, the two stereo cam-
eras were used to capture the calibration images at three
different locations across the depth of the laser light sheet.
For accurate and precise calibration of the images at three
different locations, a two-axis translation scheme of 1 mm
accuracy was utilised. Images of the calibration target were
acquired by each of the stereo camera to estimate the
mapping functions using least squares polynomial
approach. These polynomial functions are cubic in the x-
and y-directions and quadratic in the z-direction.
For camera 3 which would capture two-dimensional data,
the calibration procedure was based on the conventional
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calibration procedure of using a calibration grid of known
dimensions. The calibration grid used was the same as the
calibration grid used for the 3-D calibration procedure.
However, instead of capturing calibration images at three
different locations, only a single calibration image was
captured. By identifying the positions of points on the
image and combining these with their known real positions,
a linear mapping is generated using a least squares fit.
This mapping actually scales between pixels and real
dimensions.
The PIV images were divided into 32 9 32 pixel win-
dow and were interrogated with 50% overlap to allow
cross-correlation processing using the fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) algorithm. This corresponded to a spatial
resolution of 2 mm in each direction of physical space. The
PIV software provided by Oxford Lasers was used for both
the reconstruction procedure and image analysis. For this
study, the time interval between the two illuminations of
the pulsed laser was set to be 45 ls.
The resultant vector fields were filtered using both the
global and local filters that identifies the global inconsistent
values and local variations in vector magnitude and
direction respectively. Missing vectors were then interpo-
lated using a 3 9 3 local mean technique. The number of
spurious vectors was less than 5% in the stereo plane and
less than 3 % in the single plane. Once the cross-correlation
procedure was performed, the data was then exported to
MATLAB software created by The MathWorks for further
data processing and analysis. In MATLAB, the vector
fields from the single camera is resampled and mapped to
the grid of the stereo measurements using the two-dimen-
sional linear interpolation (also known as bilinear
interpolation) method.
3.4 Tracer particles
The flow was seeded upstream in the swirling jet chamber
with water droplets generated using an ultrasonic humidi-
fier. The ultrasonic humidifier uses a transducer, which
oscillates at high frequency (ultrasonic frequency). This
high frequency creates the fine water droplets that are
released in a form of a cool water mist which are non-
irritant, non-flammable and non-hazardous. The generator
of water droplets was placed inside the wooden chamber
along with the swirl nozzle to generate uniform seeding in
the chamber.
From measuring the water particle diameter, a distri-
bution with a mean of approximately 10 lm was obtained.
The particle settling velocity and Reynolds number was
calculated and it was found that the particle settling
velocity was approximately 3.04 mm s-1. According to
Prasad (2000), as long as the particle settling velocity is
negligible when compared to the actual flow velocities, the
particles are suitable.
4 Swirling jet
To investigate and generate fluid flow of a helical nature, a
swirling nozzle imposing both a tangential and axial
momentum within the fluid flow was designed and used.
The swirl nozzle used in this study uses the principle of
fixed vanes set at an inclination to impart the tangential
motion in the flow. The swirl nozzle is located in the
wooden chamber and has an exit diameter of, D = 32 mm
which is open to the surroundings. The direction of the
airflow is in the vertical direction (streamwise direction).
Pressurised air was supplied by a centrifugal compressor
through flow meters and valves. The measurement area was
at the top of the nozzle exit, one diameter away from the
nozzle exit at the 32 mm plane.
The Swirl number, S, as defined by Gupta et al. (1984),
is a non-dimensional number which is used to characterise
the degree of swirl in the flow. It represents the axial flux of
tangential momentum divided by the axial flux of axial
momentum times the equivalent nozzle radius.
S ¼
R R
0
uwr2dr
R
R R
0
u2rdr
ð6Þ
where R represents the radius of the swirl nozzle, u is the
axial velocity, w is the tangential velocity and r is the radial
coordinate.
In the present study, the jet velocity was measured to be
5,130 mms-1. The corresponding Swirl number and
Reynolds number based on the swirl nozzle exit diameter
are S = 0.44 and Re = 11,890, respectively. The Swirl
number was computed by numerically integrating the axial
and tangential velocity profiles.
Using the dual-plane dye laser PIV system, the large-
scale helical structures in the swirling jet can be investi-
gated and analysed from the velocity measurements. The
analysis of these large-scale helical structures will be
described and presented in Sect. 6.
5 Measurement uncertainties
An uncertainty analysis was carried out to quantify the
accuracy of the velocity gradients. It is well known that the
uncertainty of the computed velocity gradient can be
divided into two components, Lourenco and Krothapalli
(1995). One is the truncation error associated with the finite
difference scheme used and the other is due to the uncer-
tainty in the velocity measurements.
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By applying the error propagation analysis described by
Kline and McClintock (1953), the relative errors in the
velocity gradients were computed. Table 1, shows the
computed relative uncertainties in all nine gradients.
The relative uncertainty (column 3) was computed by
normalising the absolute uncertainty of each gradient with
the r.m.s (root mean square) values of the particular
gradients, Ganapathisubramani et al. (2005).
The uncertainties in both the first order difference
scheme and in the sheet separation along the z-axis causes a
significant increase in the uncertainties of qu/qz and qv/qz.
Therefore, the absolute uncertainty in these two particular
gradients are the largest relative to the in-plane gradients
qu/qx, qv/qx, qu/qy and qv/qy. The largest relative uncer-
tainty however is observed for the qw/qz gradient. This
high relative uncertainty may initially be surprising since
qw/qz is computed from qu/qx and qv/qy, which themselves
are determined more accurately, however, since the
r.m.s value of qw/qz is small, the relative uncertainty is
amplified. The relative uncertainties in the vorticity com-
ponents xx, xy and xz were 19, 16 and 6% respectively.
For helicity, the relative uncertainty was found to be
approximately 13%.
6 Experimental results and discussion
The dual-plane dye laser PIV technique was used to illu-
minate the 32 mm and 33 mm spanwise planes to measure
the fluid velocities. The single camera vector field from the
upper plane, 33 mm, in liaison with the stereoscopic vector
field from the lower plane, 32 mm, are then used to com-
pute all velocity gradients in the lower plane. The velocity
gradient fields were obtained by second-order central dif-
ferences of the measured velocity component values within
each plane and first-order forward difference between the
two planes separated in the z direction.
The measurement results of the dual-plane dye laser PIV
system was based on the ensemble time-average of 500
image pairs. The instantaneous velocity vectors were
averaged to produce mean velocity vectors at each posi-
tion. The velocity measurements results of the two planes
(z = 33 mm and z = 32 mm) away from the nozzle exit
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. These figures
show the average velocity vectors obtained using the three
camera dual-plane PIV setup. Figure 3 shows the average
two-dimensional velocity vectors u and v captured at
z = 33 mm using a single CCD camera. At z = 32 mm,
the stereoscopic CCD camera arrangement was used to
capture the three-dimensional velocity field and thus the
averaged velocity vectors shown in Fig. 4 are the u; v and w
velocities.
Figure 5 shows the contours of the average velocity
magnitude in mms-1 and the superimposed velocity vector
plot at the 32 mm plane. All contour plots have 10 equally
spaced contour levels between the maximum and minimum
values. By observing the direction of the velocity vectors in
the figure, it can be clearly seen that the flow is rotating in
the counter clockwise direction. The contours of the
velocity magnitude suggests that the velocity increases
radially until it reaches the maximum and then decays
further away from the nozzle. This can be observed clearly
in Figs. 6 and 7, where the plot of the mean axial velocity
and mean tangential velocity normalised by the centreline
velocity, UC across the horizontal dotted centreline (shown
Table 1 Uncertainty analysis of velocity gradients
G = quk/qxj (s
-1) rG (s
-1) (rG/Grms)%
qu/qx 5.24 16.9
qv/qx 4.86 10.3
qw/qx 10.92 19.0
qu/qy 5.24 8.3
qv/qy 4.86 15.4
qw/qy 10.92 14.7
qu/qz 21.34 16.7
qv/qz 19.84 19.1
qw/qz 7.14 27.4
Column 1 reflects the velocity gradient components, column 2 shows
the absolute uncertainty in the gradient and column 3 shows the
relative uncertainty in the gradients
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Fig. 3 The z = 33 mm plane was illuminated with a light sheet of
wavelength, k = 572 nm and using a single CCD camera the average
2D velocity vectors, u and v for the z = 33 mm plane were captured.
The circulation can be clearly observed in the 2D plane
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Fig. 4 The z = 32 mm plane was illuminated with a light sheet of
wavelength, k = 532 nm and using the stereoscopic CCD camera
arrangement the average 3D velocity vectors, u; v and w for
z = 32 mm plane were captured. In contrast to Fig. 3, the vortex
has a strong localised 3D character
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in Fig. 5) are shown. The mean axial velocity profile
shown has the shape of double crests separated by a central
trough while the mean tangential velocity profile shows the
solid body rotation flow where the velocity decreases as the
distance from the centre increases. These velocity profiles
are in good agreement with previously reported results for
swirling air jet from vane swirlers, (Mathur and Maccallum
(1967); Panda and McLaughlin (1994)).
To compute the vorticity vector, x, all the vorticity
components xx, xy and xz are required, see Eq. 3. Based
on the present system, the present dual-plane dye laser PIV
system can provide all three components of the velocity
fields at the z = 32 mm plane and two components of the
velocity field at the z = 33 mm plane simultaneously, see
Figs. 3 and 4. Since all the three components of the
velocity fields at z = 32 mm can be measured, all the
gradients quk/qxj can be computed readily and therefore all
the vorticity components can be determined for the
z = 32 mm plane. This is not the case for the z = 33 mm
plane, where only the xz component of vorticity (out-of-
plane) can be computed.
The contour plot of the xz component of vorticity for the
z = 32 mm is shown in Fig. 8. From this figure it can be
seen that the maximum out-of-plane rotation occurs in the
centre of the nozzle, which then reduces radially away
from the centre of the nozzle. The dashed circle superim-
posed in the figure represents the swirl nozzle diameter.
The xx and xy vorticity components involves the
determination of the qw/qy and the qw/qx gradient terms.
These terms can be determined at the plane where the w
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velocity components can be measured, which is the
z = 32 mm plane. Figures 9 and 10 shows the contours of
both the xx and xy vorticity components for the
z = 32 mm plane.
The contour plot of the average vorticity magnitude for
the 32 mm plane is shown in Fig. 11. From this figure it
can be seen that the vorticity magnitude is concentrated in
large regions of positive vorticity, where the maximum
occurs at the centre of the swirl nozzle.
Since the velocity and vorticity vectors for the
z = 32 mm plane can be computed, the average helicity
density, h ¼ u  x that involves these terms can therefore
be determined. The plot of average helicity density for the
z = 32 mm plane is shown in Fig. 12. As mentioned in
Sect. 2, the helicity density term is a pseudo-scalar term
whereby, the sign changes according to the right-handed
(positive) or left-handed (negative) chirality. From this
figure it can be seen that the helicity density is largely
positive in the z = 32 mm plane which implies that the
chirality of the helical structure is right-handed.
Computing the angle between the vorticity and velocity
vector would reflect the regions of maximal helicity, Eq. 4.
Figure 13 shows the average angle in degrees, h; between
the velocity and vorticity component in the z = 32 mm
plane. For maximal helicity, the angle between vorticity
and velocity should be either 0(parallel) or 180(anti-
parallel). It is evident from Fig. 13, that hardly any angles
of 0 and 180 occur in the z = 32 mm plane. To elucidate
the occurrence of maximal helicity, a histogram of the
frequency of average helicity angle is shown in Fig. 14. In
addition to the histogram of the frequency of average he-
licity angle, a histogram illustrating the occurrences of
helicity angle from all 500 images is also shown in Fig. 15.
Both these histograms further elucidates the observation
that there are hardly any evidences of the 0 and 180
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angles, which implies that there are no occurrences of
maximal helicity in the 32 mm plane. In fact, the highest
occurring angle is the 90 angle, which implies that the
vorticity and velocity vectors are orthogonal and not
parallel.
To analyse the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
all the components of the velocity gradients have to be
computed, Eq. 5. However with the current dual-plane dye
laser PIV setup, only eight out of the nine velocity gradient
components can be computed. This is because the velocity
component in the z-direction, is only being measured on
the z = 32 mm plane, and therefore the gradient qw/qz
cannot be computed. Nevertheless, by using the continuity
equation, the qw/qz can be inferred, Eq. 7.
r  u ¼ 0
ou
ox
þ ov
oy
þ ow
oz
 
¼ 0 ð7Þ
Figure 16, shows the plot of the average energy dissipation,
e; for z = 32 mm plane. From this plot, circular regions of
relatively high and low energy dissipation were observed
and it was in the interest of the authors to analyse the
relation between energy dissipation and helicity properties.
The analysis of how the average energy dissipation, e
varies with average helicity density, h; and average helicity
angle, h; are depicted in Figs. 17, 18 and 19. Both the
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Figs. 17 and 18 show that the average energy dissipation, e
increases with the average helicity density, h:
The variation of average energy dissipation with average
helicity angle in Fig. 19 shows that the average energy
dissipation, e is maximum for angles where the vorticity
and velocity vectors are small and close to 0. For angles
where the vorticity and velocity vectors are orthogonal,
90, the energy dissipation is minimum. From these plots,
it is clearly evident that the energy dissipation increases
with increasingly pure helicity (defined as helical angle).
Since Fig. 14 shows no population of the 0 or 180
helical angles, there is no evidence for the existence of
large scale helical structures with maximal helicity (vor-
ticity is parallel to velocity). Therefore the conjecture that
these structures coincide with overall lower energy dissi-
pation could not be tested.
In our PIV experimental results, the resolution simply
does not exist to consider the scales of turbulence just
above the Kolmogorov scale. We speculate that it is the
limitation to large scale resolution that makes finding these
structures so elusive. It is commonly understood in atmo-
spheric dynamics that the large eddy motions are
practically inviscid; viscous dissipation is prevalent in
much smaller scales. Thus the argument of Levich and
Tsinober (1983a) that such long lived helical structures are
prevalent is stronger at smaller scales where viscous dis-
sipation is more prominent.
To illustrate the effect of this resolution issue on the
estimates of helical coherent structures, a simple calcula-
tion was carried out. The ABC (Arnold-Beltrami-
Childress) flow which satisfies the Beltrami property (that
its vorticity is parallel to its velocity field) was setup and
analysed. The vorticity fields were estimated using four
different resolutions of dxj = 0.2,0.1,0.05 and 0.025. For
each resolution, the helical angles were computed. The four
histograms shown in Figs. 20, 21, 22 and 23 clearly dem-
onstrate the effect of resolution on the occurrences of
helical coherent structures. At low resolution, the distri-
bution of helical angles spreads away from the 0 angle,
whilst at higher resolutions the the distribution of helical
angles approaches a spike at 0. This implies that grid
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Fig. 17 Scatter plot of average energy dissipation and average
helicity density for z = 32 mm plane showing a positive trend where
the kinetic energy dissipation increases with increasing helicity
density
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Fig. 18 This figure shows the distribution of average of energy
dissipation for the average helicity density at the z = 32 mm plane.
This figure shows that where the average energy dissipation is high,
the average helicity density is high
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Fig. 19 This figure shows the distribution of average of energy
dissipation for the average helicity angle at the z = 32 mm plane. This
figure shows that where the average energy dissipation is high, the
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resolution used to compute vorticity has a significant affect
on the estimation of helical coherent structures reaffirming
our speculation.
The theories of Moffatt (1985) and Levich and Tsinober
(1983a), Levich and Tsinober (1983b) which predict that
regions of high helicity density should have low energy
dissipation rate are based on the assumption that helical
flows will reorganise themselves into a state of maximal
helicity (parallel or antiparallel vorticity and velocity as in
Eq. 4). The argument these authors give as to why this
should occur is that flows that are maximally helical have
least dissipation rate, and therefore the maximally helical
components in the flow should survive longest as they are
the least damped modes.
Mean helical angles of Figs. 14 and 15 show, however,
no tendency towards maximal helicity (0 or 180) and
even with the caveat that the PIV resolution effects illus-
trated by Figs. 20–23 spreads out the helical angle away
from 0 or 180, it is clear that the attractive helical angle is
actually, 90, consistent with streamwise vorticity. Thus
the conditions expected for the anti-correlation of helicity
density and energy dissipation rate anticipated by these
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Fig. 20 Histogram showing the frequency of the helical angle
computed using a resolution, dxj = 0.2 for the ABC flow field that
was set up to analyse the effect of resolution on helical coherent
structures. At lower resolutions, the distribution of helical angles
spreads away from the 0
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Fig. 21 Histogram showing the frequency of the helical angle
computed using a resolution, dxj = 0.1 for the ABC flow field that
was set up to analyse the effect of resolution on helical coherent
structures
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Fig. 22 Histogram showing the frequency of the helical angle
computed using a resolution, dxj = 0.05 for the ABC flow field that
was set up to analyse the effect of resolution on helical coherent
structures
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Fig. 23 Histogram showing the frequency of the helical angle
computed using a resolution, dxj = 0.025 for the ABC flow field
that was set up to analyse the effect of resolution on helical coherent
structures. At higher resolution, the distribution of helical angles
tends to 0 angle
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theories, and actually found in the DNS simulations of
Orlandi and Fatica (1997) and Orlandi (1997), are not met
for the scales that are resolvable by the dual planar PIV
approach used here.
Clearly, there can be multiple reasons as to why struc-
tures with mean maximal helicity are not observed in this
case. Some points are delineated below:
1. The structures are transient and therefore are not
detected by mean turbulence statistics as computed
here. To gain a deeper understanding in the evolution
of helicity, further experimental investigations need to
be carried out, most likely further downstream where
residence time has been sufficient for self excitation of
helical coherent structures.
2. The structures are smaller in scale than the resolution
accuracy of the dual planar PIV technique used here.
This could be due to the creation of such structures by
instabilities that breakdown turbulent eddies, which
may require several stages for significant population of
such helical modes.
3. The interrogation planes may be too close to the jet
outlet for the residence time for such breakdown stages
to have occurred.
4. Due to the the large scale nature of the measurements,
there were regions of high shear area as shown in
Fig. 6. It is believed that the regions of high shear
could affect the dynamics of the flow field causing the
vorticity alignments to deviate from isotropic forms
significantly as shown previously by Mullin and Dahm
(2006b).
5. These helical modes may not be excited due to the
statistical symmetry of the (round) jet and the swirling
induced in the jet creation, nor by the mechanisms of
turbulent instabilities in the flow. In sequels to this
work (Regunath (2007)), item 4 is explicitly tested
using acoustic actuation of helical modes of instability
in jets (kink instabilities).
In this work, we have analysed data using the average of
instantaneous quantities and it is intuitive to think that the
same results could have been obtained using stereo PIV
measurements at different z positions. However, we are
currently working on the next manuscript that clearly
shows the difference between averages of the operator
applied to the instantaneous quantities (obtained with dual-
plane PIV) and the operator applied to the average of the
quantities (obtained with stereoscopic PIV).
7 Conclusions
The described results reports the successful estimation of
helicity and energy dissipation terms that were measured
quantitatively using the dual-plane dye laser technique.
The dual-plane dye laser PIV system was developed and
used to analyse helicity in a turbulent swirling flow. The
new dual-plane dye laser system consists of a dye laser box
that generates two light sheets of different wavelengths
using a single laser source. To compute velocity deriva-
tives, three CCD cameras with optical filters are used to
capture the separate scattered light from the tracer
particles.
The experimental investigations were performed at the
32 mm distance downstream from the swirl nozzle exit. At
this distance, the velocity fields of the tracer particles from
the two illuminated light sheets were measured and
recorded. From these velocity measurements, all the vor-
ticity components, xx,xy and xz were determined. The
average helicity density, h for the 32 mm plane was eval-
uated using the instantaneous vorticity and velocity
components. For the turbulent energy dissipation, the
continuity equation was used to infer the qw/qz velocity
gradient and hence with all the velocity gradient compo-
nents, the turbulent energy dissipation for the 32 mm plane
was evaluated.
From the analysis of results, it was found that for the
32mm plane, the regions with maximal helicity corre-
sponded with regions of high energy dissipation. These
findings were based on a fluid region where the flow was
still in its transitional stage. To fully quantify and under-
stand the evolution of maximal helicity and the relation
with energy dissipation, further experimental investigation
at various streamwise distances are currently being carried
out.
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